
MacDonald Gill 

In April I was lucky enough to be given the opportunity to listen to a lecture delivered by Caroline 

Walker, to the Arts Society West Gloucestershire. She was talking about her great-uncle Leslie 

MacDonald "Max" Gill, an architect, graphic designer and letterer. 

Max was the fourth of 13 children born to Arthur and Cicely Gill, born on the 6th October 1884. His 

oldest brother was Eric Gill the sculptor and typographer. Max trained as an architect in London. His 

interests were varied, because over his lifetime, besides designing numerous houses and cottages in 

Sussex and Dorset, he painted murals for churches, and created designs for major advertising 

campaigns including for the Empire Marketing Board. He also helped with the rejuvenation of the 

London Underground and was a prominent member of the Arts and Crafts Movement. One major 

influence that can still be seen today is the alphabet that he designed for every Imperial War Graves 

Commission headstone produced since the First World War. 

On New Year's Day 1927 an enormous pictorial poster called "Highways of Empire" was unveiled on 

a giant billboard in the Charing Cross Road. It caused a sensation, traffic came to a halt and police 

were called as crowds gathered to gape at this extraordinary depiction of the Empire. This was the 

kind of work Max become well known for, his whimsical pictorial poster maps that he produced for 

companies. The most notable was the London Underground, one being "The Wonder-ground Map of 

London Town". They especially showed his love of humour and detail. Some of the symbolism and 

humour will be lost to us today, but his sense of simple slapstick and visual puns is evident. An 

example from that map shows a lively serpent in the Serpentine, and a policeman saying "The Earls 

Caught" holding on tightly to the robe of a runaway Earl, next to the sign for Earls Court.  These 

many maps bear close and detailed examination, all of which were accurate for the time. 

Among other maps that he produced were for the Post Office "Mail Steamship Routes" 1937, and 

the Post Office Wireless Stations 1939. Between 1939 to 1946 he produced a map showing the 

University of London Colleges for the Senate House.  He was still designing up to the last weeks of 

his life.  

He was married twice, first to Muriel, they had three children, then to Priscilla Johnston, the 

daughter of Edward Johnston. It was Priscilla who after Max's death in 1947, kept and sorted his 

papers and work. They remained in their cottage till after her death in 1983. Most of the archives 

can now be found in the Ditchling Museum. It was through this source that Brighton University put 

on a retrospective of his work "Out of the Shadows, MacDonald Gill".  Max's maps are now highly 

prized and appreciated, not only for their pictorial quality but as a social history of the changing face 

of Britain. 

Caroline Walker has written a book on her Uncle, "MacDonald Gill, Charting a Life", which is packed 

with wonderful illustrations, his life history and interests. Well worth a read. 
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